SACC activities begin with "counter-mixer"
By Bill Meyler
Mixers and counter-mixers, MIT's transition into Cambridge, and general public relations with the MIT Community were the primary issues of discussion as 30 members of the Science Action Coordinating Committee held a first meeting last week.

Counter-mixer plans
Of immediate importance to SACC was plans for the counter-mixer held outside the Student Center on Friday evening. The purpose of the counter-mixer, as outlined by Steve Schwartz '71, is to call attention to the highly-pressurized "all you'll" atmosphere that permeates speakers on college campuses. "The mixer concept reinforces the idea of treating people as objects," according to Schwartz.

The counter-mixer was not planned as a permanent alternative to the mixer situation; SACC feels an alternative can only exist when people of both sexes live together in an atmosphere of mutual respect.

Thursday night's discussion revolved around these ideas, but also brought up was the fact that the mixer concept is "almost exactly like a mixer" in spite of its intentions. Members concluded that the mixer concept is "a local mixture of sex roles and vice versa." (This page can turn to page 7)

...continued...

The MIT chapter of New University (NUC), a regional organization of radical faculty, graduate students, independent intellectuals, and university employees, is presenting a series of six forums entitled "The Peace Games Are Over: Electoral Politics and Reality" at MIT on Thursday evenings beginning September 24 at 8:00 p.m. in the Sala de Puerto Rico.

These will include talks by Noam Chomsky, Carl Ogilby, and Robert Ortmann; there will also be films, guerrilla theater, and workshops conducted by NUC members, some of whom have recently returned from Vietnam, Thailand, and Bolivia.

The forums are addressed primarily to students who plan to support peace candidates, and those who seek alternatives to this strategy.

The forum in the series will be on Viet Nam itself and will include a discussion by members of the United States Commission reently from Laos and North Viet Nam. The commission is composed of additional members from Steve Langdale about the student employment situation. Mr. Langdale is Assistant Director of Student Personnel.

A sluggish economy and federal cutbacks in university aid will be reflected not only by a projected $10 million deficit (over three years) in the Institute's operating budget but also by a tight market in jobs available to students - possibly a shortage, though Langdale believes that supply and demand will turn out about even. How- ever, he cautioned, students should expect to look harder for jobs this year than in the past, and many will probably have to settle for poorer jobs than they had hoped for. Research funds have been cut back in many areas, especially those coming from the National Insti- tute of Health, whose budgets have suffered the blows of the current inflationary axe. Jobs in research will be correspondingly scarcer.

Students who received so- phisticated "job awards" in their aid packages should realize that these do not constitute a guaran- tee. A "job award" at MIT, and were never meant to. The "awards" were unfortun- ately mishandled as such, accord- ing to Langdale. They actually equalized the $400 difference between the Student Aid Office computation of students' needs and what MIT can afford to grant or loan. A "job award" actually represents only a com- mitment on the part of the Institute to help the student secure a term-time job or an educational loan. Freshmen may borrow directly from MIT, but to continue in this loan, the loan option must obtain state- wide acceptance. Loans from hometown banks or bor- row under MIT's government in- portant to the mixer situation; SACC feels an alternative can only exist when people of both sexes live together in an atmosphere of mutual respect. The mixer concept reinforces the idea of treating people as objects," according to Schwartz.
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